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Remembering George Nofer – Renowned Trust and Estate Attorney 

By Bruce A. Rosenfield, Partner, Schnader Harrison Segal 

& Lewis LLP 

George H. Nofer, 94, of Philadelphia, a national leader in 

the field of trust and estate law and a trailblazer in 

supporting services for deaf individuals, died recently of 

natural causes. 

George spent his entire legal career at Schnader Harrison 

Segal & Lewis LLP, joining the firm after law school in 

1952 and retiring as Senior Counsel in 2005. He chaired 

Schnader’s Trust and Estate Department for many years. He 

was a friend and mentor to me, among many others. 

George’s passing represents a generational loss for the Philadelphia legal community, as the likes 

of his professional career, charitable endeavors, and enduring personal relationships will rarely 

be seen again.  

His father, Harry Nofer, who lost an arm in a childhood accident, was in William Schnader’s law 

school class. Schnader founded his firm in 1935, while Harry set up shop in the Olney section of 

Philadelphia and concentrated on trust and estate law. As a teenager, George would go to his 

father’s office and assist in the legal work, much in the way a paralegal would do today. This 

gave him an introduction to trust and estate law and also real insight into the nitty gritty of the 

practice. 

George loved the practice of law. In particular, he thrived in the multi-faceted aspect of trusts 

and estates, which requires a firm grasp of tax, corporate, real estate, nonprofit, and other diverse 

areas of the law as well as finance, investments, and other related disciplines.   

He achieved national prominence in the field, serving as president of the American College of 

Trust and Estate Counsel and chairing the American Bar Association’s Committee on 

Specialization, among numerous leadership positions.  

He rose to leadership roles in many areas, such as the various positions he held for his alma 

mater Haverford College, including as a trustee. When his wife Anne became active in charitable 

work at Pennsylvania Hospital, George often chaired the annual gala event. (Anne died of cancer 

in 2005, after 49 years of marriage.) He even served as president of the Upper Moreland public 

school board (where he learned to sign his name without lifting the pen off the page to speed the 

process!). His wisdom, caring, and diplomacy propelled him to the top wherever he served.  
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George’s commitment to community service is exemplified by the George H. Nofer Scholarship 

for Law and Public Policy, offered by the Alexander Graham Bell Association for the Deaf and 

Hard of Hearing. The scholarship supports deaf students who attend law school or graduate 

school in public policy. It was established to recognize George’s longstanding service and 

generosity to the field of law and to the cause of deafness research and education.  

His involvement with the needs of deaf individuals began, paradoxically, as a result of a strike by 

the drivers of delivery trucks for Philadelphia department stores. United Parcel Service (UPS) 

operated these trucks. Jim Casey, founder of UPS, and his personal assistant (at that time), Paul 

Oberkotter, came to Philadelphia to interview attorneys to assist in dealing with the strike. They 

ultimately hired a young Bernie Segal, a named partner at Schnader, and George contributed to 

the UPS work as an associate.  

In this way, George met Paul Oberkotter, who, himself, later rose to become CEO and Chair of 

the Board of UPS. In 1985, Paul and his wife, Louise, established the Oberkotter Foundation to 

help fund services for families with deaf and hard of hearing children who wished to learn to 

communicate through listening and spoken language (as opposed to American Sign Language). 

The Oberkotters insisted that George run the Foundation, and he served for many years as a 

trustee and executive director, becoming an expert in issues of hearing and deafness.  

George was an extraordinarily charming and gregarious person. His grand sense of humor, 

natural curiosity, and personal generosity formed the basis of many lifelong friendships. For 

example, he became close to Dr. C. Everett Koop, who later served as Surgeon General of the 

United States, when Koop oversaw some of the cancer treatment of George’s son Bobby. Bobby 

died of cancer at six years of age. This interpersonal flair also facilitated George’s many long-

term client relationships – a trust and estate lawyer needs not only legal skills but also abilities as 

a family advisor and occasional therapist.  

George graduated from Philadelphia’s Central High School, Haverford College, and Yale Law 

School. He served as a second lieutenant in the Army in Europe during World War II. Faith and 

family were always of primary importance to George, including his commitment to Abington 

Presbyterian Church and later the Haverford Friends Meeting. He is survived by three children, 

five grandchildren, and his second wife Rosemary.  

Plans for a memorial service have been postponed due to the pandemic. Donations in George 

Nofer’s memory can be made to the Bobby Nofer Scholarship Fund at Haverford College, c/o 

Institutional Advancement, 370 Lancaster Ave., Haverford, PA 19041 or at 

Haverford.edu/makeagift, indicating the fund name. Donations can also be made to the American 

Friends Service Committee, 1501 Cherry St., Philadelphia, PA 19102. 

 

Bruce A. Rosenfield, Partner, Schnader Harrison Segal & Lewis LLP, 

brosenfield@schnader.com. Rosenfield is a former chair of Schnader’s Tax and Wealth 

Management Department and is the CEO and a trustee of the Oberkotter Foundation. 
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